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Section 2. Invariance properties of l:l(v[r) 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following relation 
for s=4. 
(66) e(~ 1-D = (- ir)•l2 e•niv'!• l:l(v I r). 
This will be accomplished via the function l:lz(v[r) defined in the previous 
section by (33). Once we have the property of l:lz(v[r) expressed in (65) 
the proof of (66) is immediate if it can be shown that: 
e.(~l-~) = (-ir)•i2 1-irl•e•"iv'i•I:J.(vlr). 
We recall from Section 1 that l:lz(v[r) is regular in z for ~(z) > - 1/ 2, when 
v and r are fixed. In view of the permanence of functional relations under 
analytic continuation, it will be sufficient to prove the above equation 
for ~(z)>l/z. The reason for the restriction ~(z)>l/2 is to insure absolute 
convergence of the partial fractions occurring in the definition of 'lfm,z(r) 
in (27) and (28); this enables us to interchange summations exactly as 
in the case s > 5, where no convergence factor is needed. Under the above 
restriction, the proofs given by BRONKHORST [ 1] in Section 3 of his 
thesis, carry over with minor modifications to the case s = 4. 
We continue to restrict s to be 4. We recall the definition of "P~'..(r) 
as stated in (28). 
_,1 (s-1) ~ ~ 2d(q)z a( a, q, p,) 
'lfp .• (r) = 8 'e -8- a-5'1 7 (qr-2a)'' 1)/2lqr-2al• 
(a.a>~l 
(~(z)>l/2 and O<arg Vqr-2a<n/2). 
Let us define ( cf. BRONKHORST [1, p. 14]): 
(67) a(a, q,p,) (qr-2a)'' I)/2lqr-2al• 
(68) F(2> ( ) (s-1) -'/ Loo L a( a, q, p,) 2• T=e--8' ~"·• 8 a=l a (qr-2a)(• l)/2lqr-2al• 
q""2(4) (a. q) =1 
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(69) Fj;,l.(-r) = eC 8 l) s-'1, f I 
q~1 a 
a( a, q, ~-t) 2• 
(qr-2aj(• 1l/21qr-2a!• 
q"'2(4) (a,q) ~ 1 
It is clear that: 
3 
(70) 1p~",.(r) = I F~}.(r). 
i-=1 
However we are able to assert that the functions F~}.(r) (i = 1, 2, 3) 
are each separately regular, only when &l(z) > 1/2. 
The functions F~_J.(r) differ from the functions F~l(r) defined by 
BRONKHORST [1, p. 14] only by the presence of the convergence factor 
2~(qlz lqr- 2ai• in the terms of the defining series. The latter imposes 
only very minor variations in the proofs of Bronkhorst. We therefore 
state without further discussion: 
Lemma 8: 
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(71) VJI' .• (r) = f.(r) + I f~}.(r), 
i~1 
where 
(72) /.(r) = f(r) I- irl-z = (- ir)(l-sl/2 s-'1,1- irl-•, 
(73) f~}z = F~.l.(r) (i = 2, 3) 
and 
(74) ~~~(r) + f.(r) = F~~l.(r). 
For the definitions of the functions f~\(r) and the proof of the lemma 
see BRONKHORST [I, pp. 41-42] where the related functions f~l(r) are 
defined. The functions f~}.(r) differ from the former only in having the 
factor lqr + al-z in the terms of the defining series. The form of these 
definitions is suitable for the transformations of lemma 10, of this paper 
(hulpst. 15 of Bronkhorst loc. cit.) 
Lemma 9 
(i=1,2,3). 
This is an immediate consequence of hulpst. ll of BRONKHORST [1]. 
It follows that: 
VJI' .• (r) = VJ-~"·•(r). 
Following the lines of Bronkhorst's work we make the next major 
step in the proof of (66), by stating: 
Lemma 10. For &l(z) > 1(2 we have: 
(75) f~t·l·(-D=(-ir)(s-1l/21-irl•s-'/, I e(A:)f~~~(r) . 
.<mods 
6 Series A 
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Again we do not give a proof but refer instead to the proof of 
Hulpstelling I5 (cf. BRONKHORST [I, p. 48)). For &i'(z) > 1f2 and 
8=4 (or 8>5) the order of summation in the iterated sum may be changed 
without altering the functions ft!z(T) (or ft1(-r) for 8 > 5). With this 
remark the proof of Bronkhorst's hulpstelling I5 carries over (with minor 
modifications involving the convergence factor) to our case when /~; 1 (-r) 
is replaced by t;:!z(-r) for i = I, 2, 3 respectively and Bi'(z) > 1/2. 
Lemma 11 
(78) l'f"(~~~-~)=(--ir)'i,s-'!,esrdv'i• L e(:x)Hx(vJ-r). 
x morts 
For the proof see KLOOSTERMAN [I, pp. 348-349). 
We now state the main theorem of this section: 
Theorem 2. 
. e(~ 1- ~) = ( -- i-r)•/2 e"'''''i• (;l(v IT). 
Proof. We shall first prove the equation 
(79) 
We shall assume Bi'(z) > 1/2. Recall the definition of /z(T) in (72). 
fz(T) = (- i-r)ll-.•l/2 1- irl-z r 'I,. 
'Ve define the functions: 
(80) 
(8I) 
mill (r) = jill (r) + f131 (r) T~.z p,z Jt,z 
m121 (r) = f121 (r). 
11-I,Z /-l,Z 
From (7I) we obtain: 
"Pfl.z(T) = /.(T) + cp~}. 1z(T) + cp;~ 1z(r). 
Equations (33) and (32) give: 
(;l.(vJ r) = 1'f0(vJr) ~\- L 'l'f,,(vJ r) 7p1,. 2(T). 
11 mods 
Thus: 
We substitute into (82) from equation (78) of lemma ll and then use 
the following relations: 
(83) cp;,~l.(r)=(-ir)ll-sli2J-iTJ-z 8 -';, L e(;.;)cpk~~(-~)· 
.<mods 
(85) (i=I,2). 
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Equations (83) and (84) follow easily from (75)-(77) on replacing 
T by -1/T. For (85) see lemma 9. 
Equation (79) follows after some calculation which we omit since it 
has essentially been done by BRONKHORST [I, p. 52]. 
Equation (79) has been proved only for 8f(z) > 1/ 2. However by analytic 
continuation the equation is valid for ,<jil(z) > - 1/ 2 . Setting z = 0 in 
equation (79), we obtain in view of (65) 
e(~I-D = ( -iT)812 eSJ•h•'T tJ(vJ T). 
This completes the proof of theorem 2. 
The next theorem shows the behavior of I'J(viT) under certain translations 
of v and T. 
Theorem 3 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
tJ(v+ liT)= I'J(viT). 
I'J(v+l/21T) = tJ(viT+ I). 
tJ(v +TIT) = e-2niv.< e-nin tJ(viT). 
tJ(viT + 2) = I'J(viT). 
Proof. The proof is simple and has been given by KLOOSTERMAN 
[I, p. 348] for odd, square free s;;, 3, and by BRONKHORST (I, p. 53] 
for s > 5. In fact once I'J(viT) has been constructed the formal proof is the 
same in all cases, because es(n, m)=O for n=f-m (mod 2) for all s;;,3. 
(cf. BRONKHORST [I, p. 53]). 
Section 3. Proof that e4 (n, m) = r 4 n, m) 
To prove that (!4 n, m) =r4 n, m) for all integers n and m, it suffices 
to prove: 
(90a) 
is an elliptic function of v which is constant for fixed T, and 
(90b) 
The function {}(viT) is the well-known theta-function defined by: 
(91) {}(vI T) = I e"hn' e2nivn (.J'(r) > 0). 
n 
We have: 
00 
(92) {}4(vjT) =I I r4(n, m) e"i<n e-2ni"m (.f(T) > 0). 
n~o m 
We shall be working, tnroughout tnis section, with the function I'J(viT) 
defined in (12) to (15). As shown in Section I, it is, for .J'(T) > 0, an analytic 
function of v and T. 
That I'J(viT)/D4(viT) is an elliptic function of v with periods I and T 
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follows from (86) and (88) and the well-known properties of -&4(vJr) 
(cf. WHITTAKER and WATSON [1, Chapter XXI]). To show that @4(vJr) 
is a constant we need only show that it has no poles in the period 
parallelogram, or at most a single pole of order 1 (KNOPP [1, pp. 75, 77]). 
Now from the analyticity of e(vir) in v, it follows that any poles are 
due to the zeros of '194(vJr). It is known that in a suitably chosen 1) period 
parallelogram of @4(vJr), the function -&4(vJr) has a single zero of order 
four at v = T~ 1. Hence, to show that @4(vJr) is constant (for fixed r), it 
suffices to show that (.J(vJr) has a zero of order at least three at v=T~ 1 . 
By the usual properties of analytic functions this would follow if it were 
shown that: 
(93) 
T+1 for r=O, 1, 2 and V=-2-. 
We may make use of the following lemmas of Bronkhorst: (Hulp-
stellingen 18 and 21 [1, pp. 55 and 58]) directly, because once we have 
the invariance properties of -&~'(vJr) and 8(vJr) as expressed in lemma 11 
and in theorems 2 and 3 respectively, the proof carries over to the 
case s=4. 
Lemma 12. v= (r+ 1)/2 is a zero of order ;;.n of e(vJr) if and only 
if the expansion in powers of w of (2ni)-r w-r/2 e<r>C~ 1 j r) contains no 
negative powers for 1·=0, 1, ... , n-1. 
We prove the next lemma in a manner more suited to our development: 
Lemma 13. If fl is an integer, then 
(94) ( ) - ~ k/s (k+p,2 ) 
'ljJp T -- L. W l!s s ' fl . 
k~l 
(95) 
k= -t<'<sl 
00 
2 
k~l 
k=!'• -!'2(2sl 
Proof. Equation (94) follows immediately from the definition of 
'lfJ~'(r) in (20) on using equation (2). 
Now we shall show that: 
(96) I wk!s e.(k~p,2, fl) - I wkl• e.(k~p,2, fl) = o. 
k~l k~l 
k= -f''(s) k=!'S-!'2(2s) 
If 
k fl8- fl2 (mod 2s) 
then 
k = - fl2 (mod s). 
1) Such a parallelogram is one with vertices at v = 0, 1, T and 1 + T. 
So 
(97) 
00 
L 
k~1 
k""'-p'ls) 
Therefore 
k-'s (k+p2 ) W, l!s -8-, fl -
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00 
2 
k~1 
k""'PS-p2(2S) 
k-'- 2 ) w"is o .(-' fl_ . u = 
._ S 8 ' I 
00 
2 
k~1 
k=/=-f-lS- ,u2{2s) 
k""' -p'(s) 
k's (k+t-t" ) W, l!s -8-, fl . 
lr+ p2 
-"- ¢. 1-l (mod 2). 
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But from equation (8) and (9) 
es(n, m) = 0 if n ¢. 1n (mod 2). 
Thus equation (96) and therefore (95) is proved. 
We now expand {,l(rl(vlr) in powers of w at v = '~ 1 . 
Let 
Having the invariance properties of e(vlr) as set forth in theorems 2 
and 3, we are again in a position to use Bronkhorst's work, which except 
for the evaluation of (J4(fl, fl) (see below) is applicable to the case s = 4. 
For the rest of this section we assume: O<fl<S-1, (fl an integer). 
For the sake of continuity, we set forth the main steps of the argument 
omitting details (which may be found in Bronkhorst's thesis [1, pp. 59-60]). 
On differentiating r times with respect to v and letting v = '~ 1 , we 
obtain 1): (r non-negative, integral) 
where O(w28 ) denotes a power series in which the first non-zero coefficient 
multiplies a power of w not less than the 2sth. 
We now set v= '~ 1 in Eq. (23) and utilize (98) and (95) to obtain: 
(99) 11 s-1 e('~ r) = 2 + ~'~1 ( -1)~' e4(fl, fl) + O(w2). 
1) When fl = r = 0, we take p' = 1. 
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For r> 1, 
(100) (2ni) ~r IJ 1 r 1('~ 1 1 r) = (- s)" + ;,~: ( -1 )~' g4(,u, ,u) (,u-s)"+ O(w2). 
Evaluating g4(,u, ,u) from (9) and (10), we get: 
Hence 1 ) 
( 101) 
for r = 0, 1, 2. By lemma 12, it follows that 1) v = '~ 1 is in fact a zero 
of IJ(v[r) of order at least three. By the preceding work IJ>4(v[r) 1s 
independent of v and thus without loss of generality we let v = 0. 
We now wish to show that: 
Lim 11>4 (0 J r) = 1 
't---+ioo 
For then we may conclude, by a theorem on modular functions, that: 
(all r). 
To do this we expand numerator and denominator in powers of w, 
utilizing the definitions of it4(0[r), iti'(O[r) (O<,u<s-1), obtain a like 
expansion of 'lf'~t(r) (O<,u<s-1) from lemma 14 and use Eq. (23) to 
evaluate IJ(O[r). If now b1/ denotes a real, positive number and bl' (also 
positive) is defined by: 
s . [(p,-8)2 p,2J 
u =min - -
I' 8 ' 8 
(1~,u~s-1), 
one has 2): 
Li~ :}(0011•)) =Lim [1 + O(w6'~t)] [1 + O(w")] /[1 + O(w)] 
't'-?tOO T t'---+tOO 
s~l 
+Lim ~ (w61'+6',,)/(1 + O(w)) 
-r->ioo f-1.= 1 
=l. 
From theorems 2 and 3 it follows that: 
(102) 
1) This approach is slightly shorter than a strict adherence to Bronkhorst's 
work would allow. I am indebted to Prof. BATEMAN for suggesting it. 
2 ) Details of calculation are similar to those found in the thesis of P. BRONKHORST. 
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Similar invariance properties of O(v[T) (cf. WHITTAKER and WA'l'SON 
[1, p. 475]) give: 
(103) 
Expanding all functions in powers of w, we get as before: 
{104) tJ4GIT) = (2+2w2+ ... )4 = 24+0(w2), 
and for 0<{-l<s: 
(105) o,,(;IT) = w(,,,_,,,)!s [1-t-w21, 1 w"('-"1+0(w2')]. 
On using (23), (95), (104) and (105) we get: 
s-1 
( 106) . ( I _ ~) _ . 2 + 1,~1 e4(p,, p,) + O(w=') 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 _ Lim f/J4 0 1 - Lun 24 O( 2) 16 - I. T--+~00 T T--+1CXJ + W 
From (106) and (12) it may now be concluded that: 
r 4(n, m) = e4(n, m). 
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